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X(3872) e+e� ! X(3872) X(3872) ! � (0)
Introduction

! Plenty of experimentally observed XYZ states do not fit in quark model picture 

☛

reside  very close to hadronic thresholds☛

Enigmatic examples: 
decay predominantly to open-flavour channels

Belle (2010-2016)

⟹ (talks by C. Hanhart and M. Karliner)

JPC = 1++ X(3872) and 1+- Zb(10610)/Zb(10650) 

 hadronic molecules

But very precise measurements are needed to unambiguously disentangle from tetraquarks!
Esposito et al. (2014), Maiani et al.(2005)

(talk by L. Maiani)

strong coupling to nearby open flavour channels in S waves☛



Heavy quark spin symmetry

☛

⟹  

⇤QCD/mQ ! 0 strong interactions are independent of HQ spin

HQSS implies:

☛ Consequences  of HQSS — number of partner states,  location and 
decay properties — are different for different  scenarios  Cleven et al. (2015)

Search for spin partner states ⟹ useful insights into the nature of XYZ states

This Talk:   Discuss HQSS predictions for the molecular scenario

 In the limit 

The XYZ states contain heavy quark and antiquark ⟹  employ heavy quark spin symmetry

(talk by Christoph Hanhart)
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The experimental discovery of the charmonium-like state X(3872) by the Belle Collab-

oration in 2003 [1] inaugurated a new era in the hadron spectroscopy. A lot of new exotic
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Molecular partners:  contact theory

Consequences of HQSS for S-wave contact interactions

!

!
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The experimental discovery of the charmonium-like state X(3872) by the Belle Collab-

oration in 2003 [1] inaugurated a new era in the hadron spectroscopy. A lot of new exotic

states have been discovered since then in the spectrum of both charmonium and bottomo-

nium — for a review see, for example, Refs. [2, 3]. Among those one should mention the

isovector Zb(10610) and Zb(10650) resonances (for brevity, hereinafter often referred to as

Zb and Z 0
b, respectively) [4, 5], as probably the most curious and peculiar states. The

corresponding signals are seen in 7 channels, namely

⌥(10860) ! ⇡Z
(0)
b ! ⇡B(⇤)B̄⇤,

⌥(10860) ! ⇡Z
(0)
b ! ⇡⇡⌥(nS), n = 1, 2, 3, (1.1)

⌥(10860) ! ⇡Z
(0)
b ! ⇡⇡hb(mP ), m = 1, 2,
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Basis states JPC  made of a Pseudoscalar (P) and a Vector (V): 

PV (±) =
1p
2

�
PV̄ ± V P̄

�
C = ±C-parity states:

Grinstein et al. (1992), 
AlFiky et al. (2006),  
Nieves and Valderrama (2012)

only two parameters at LO:  LECs C  and C′ 

 are the same!V (1++)
LO and V (2++)

LO

☛

☛

P = D or B V = D⇤
or B⇤,

our finding is in line with  Hidalgo-Duque et al. (2013)

strict HQSS limit:  V-P mass splitting  much smaller than all other scales

⟹ solutions of coupled-channel problem: two decoupled sets of partner states 

� = m⇤ �m ⌧ E
Bound

⌧ m

E(0)
1++ = E(0)

2++ = E(0)
1+� = E(0)

0++ and E(0)0

0++ = E(0)0

1+�
 our work  (2016)

☛ C  and C′  —different for isoscalars and isovectors 

!



Contact theory with HQSS breaking

!

! Leading effect — the states reside near their thresholds: 

M2++ = M1++ + �

PP̄ , P V̄ and V V̄

For example:

E
Bound
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�/m ' 7%

�/m ' 1%

in the c-sector 

in the b-sector 

 Bondar et al. (2011),  Voloshin (2011),    Mehen and Powell (2011)   propose  a different expansion 
to account for HQSS breaking 
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 our work  (2016)

☛ Binding energies of 1+-  and 0++ states acquire an Im part 
due to coupled-channels 

D⇤D̄⇤ ! DD̄⇤ ! D⇤D̄⇤

B⇤B̄⇤ ! BB̄⇤ ! B⇤B̄⇤

☛ 2++  tensor state is uncoupled ⟹  has no Im part in the contact problem 



Contact + one-pion exchange (OPE) interactions

! Extended basis states: 0++ : {PP̄ (1S0), V V̄ (1S0), V V̄ (5D0)},

1+� : {PV̄ (3S1,�), P V̄ (3D1,�), V V̄ (3S1), V V̄ (3D1)},

1++ : {PV̄ (3S1,+), P V̄ (3D1,+), V V̄ (5D1)},

2++ : {PP̄ (1D2), P V̄ (3D2), V V̄ (5S2), V V̄ (1D2), V V̄ (5D2), V V̄ (5G2)}

1

Coupled-channel transitions
 in S,  D and even G-waves☛

! Pions enhance HQSS violation due to V-P mass splitting

D⇤D̄⇤

DD̄⇤

(a) (b1) (b2)

(c) (d1) (d2) (e)

Figure 1: One-loop diagrams which stem from two iterations of the OPE potential: The upper row shows
contributions to theDD̄⇤ ! DD̄⇤ transition potential and the lower row is for theD⇤D̄⇤ ! D⇤D̄⇤ transition.
Single (double) lines are for the D (D⇤) mesons and the dashed lines are for the pion.

shall therefore investigate now the possible role of OPE from an e↵ective field theory point
of view. Since OPE in leading order is in line with HQSS, its inclusion does not destroy the
multiplet structure discussed above. However, as we shall demonstrate below, this is only
true if both coupled channels and D waves are included properly. Before studying this issue
for the full, nonperturbative system, for illustrative purposes, we start with a discussion of
the OPE contributions to one-loop order. This is su�cient to make the mentioned features
apparent from the divergence structure of the amplitudes.

3.1. Strict heavy-quark limit: Renormalisation to one loop

In this subsection we study the leading divergences of the one-loop diagrams which stem
from two iterations of the OPE potential. We are going to demonstrate that, in the heavy-
quark limit, the coe�cients in front of the leading divergences in the DD̄⇤ ! DD̄⇤ (3S1

partial wave) and D⇤D̄⇤ ! D⇤D̄⇤ (5S2 partial wave) transition amplitudes coincide only if
both DD̄⇤ and D⇤D̄⇤ intermediate states are considered and all partial wave are kept in the
calculation. The corresponding set of diagrams is shown in Fig. 1, where the upper row is
for the DD̄⇤ ! DD̄⇤ transition while the lower row is for the D⇤D̄⇤ ! D⇤D̄⇤ transition. For
convenience, we adopt the following convention: the meson floating along the upper line in
each diagram is labelled by index 1 while the meson in the lower line is labelled by index 2.
Also, particles in the final state are marked with a prime while particles in the intermediate
state are marked with a double prime.

In order to extract the leading divergences it is su�cient to retain only the loop momen-
tum, denoted as l, in each vertex. Then, for example, the D⇤ ! D⇡ and D⇤ ! D⇤⇡ vertices
for the upper row read

va(D⇤ ! D⇡) =
gc
2f⇡

⌧a1 (✏1 · l),
(22)

va(D⇤ ! D⇤⇡) =
gc
2f⇡

⌧a1 (�i[✏1 ⇥ ✏01] · l),

where ✏ denotes the polarisation vector of the D⇤ meson and ⌧a is the isospin Pauli matrix.
Further, gc = 0.57 is the dimensionless coupling constant which can be extracted from the
D⇤ ! D⇡ width and f⇡ = 92.2 MeV stands for the pion decay constant.
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⟹   also 2++ VV states acquire finite widths

! pionic (S-D) tensor forces play dominant role due to relatively large momentum scales

coupled-channel dynamics is very important: inconsistent omission 
(as done by Nieves, Valderrama (2012))⟹ strongly cutoff dependent results  

!

Non-perturbative pion dynamics is to be important⟹

P = D and B V = D⇤ and B⇤

  PP  and PV intermediate states can go on shell

 our work  (2016)



Chiral EFT based approach for hadronic molecules
Our works:   PLB 763,  20 (2016),  arXiv:1704.07332 (JHEP 2017)   

! A systematic approach for studying various molecular  candidates 
with special emphasis on:

☛  pionic dof,  coupled-channel dynamics,  HQSS and the pattern of its breaking

☛ three-body effects (PP$)  and the %-meson from SU(3) GB octet are included also

! nonperturbative solutions of the LS integral Eqs.  for  various JPC = 1++, 2++, 0++  and 1+- 

☛ Potential:  contact operators (2 parameters) +  OPE

☛ leading HQSS violation is included via the V-P mass splitting

⇒  input is needed!

! Can be applied to study very different aspects of light quark dynamics:  

☛ identification of the long-distance modes in the resonance w.f.

☛ implications of HQSS:    1++ X(3872),  1+- Zb(10610)/Zb(10650), …

Our works (2010)

This Talk!

☛ chiral extrapolations of lattice results Our works (2013),  (2015)

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1704.07332
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Figure 1. Evolution of the binding energies of the Zb’s spin partners calculated with and without
⇡- and ⌘-meson exchanges as functions of the mass splitting � between the B⇤ and B mesons. The
contact terms are re-fitted for each value of � to provide the given binding energies of the Zb and Z 0

b

states used as input — see Eq. (4.1). The binding energies of the WbJ states are defined relative to
their reference thresholds quoted in parentheses. The red dotted curves correspond to the pionless
(purely contact) theory; the blue dashed curves are obtained for the central (S-wave) part of the
OPE included; the blue dashed-dotted lines represent the results for the full OPE, including tensor
forces; the black solid curves show the results of the full calculation with both OPE and OEE
included on top of the contact interactions. The physical limit corresponds to the right edge of the
plots. The results are obtained with the sharp cuto↵ ⇤ = 1 GeV in the integral equations (3.12).
The uncertainty caused by the residual ⇤-dependence of the equations can be estimated using the
results presented in Table 1.

Finally, it can also be seen in Fig. 1 that the ⌘-exchange does not play a prominent

role for the systems under study, for it only slightly diminishes the OPE — in all four

plots the black solid curves (which correspond to the scenario with both OPE and OEE

incorporated) lie closer to the red dotted lines (showing the results for the purely contact

theory) than the dashed-dotted lines (contact-plus-OPE theory).

To further illustrate the role played by the dynamics governed by the pion and ⌘-

meson exchanges, in Fig. 2, we plot the variation of the binding energies for the spin

partners WbJ with the coupling constant gb varied from 0 (the results of the pure contact

theory are naturally recovered in this limit) to its physical value quoted in Eq. (3.3). In

this calculation, the masses of the B and B⇤ mesons are fixed to their physical values [7].

One can draw several conclusions from Fig. 2. On the one hand, for all values of gb the

e↵ect of the central S-wave OPE potential can always be absorbed completely into the

– 12 –

Application:  HQSS partners of Zb(10610)/Zb(10650)

Input:

EZb  = 5 MeV

EZb'  = 1 MeV

Cleven et al. (2011)

Wb2 (2++) state: ☛ Binding energy exhibits large HQSS violation 
☛ OPE Tensor forces:  large shift of EB

Wb2 (0++), Wb2 (1++) and Wb2 (2++) remain bound for physical #, W'b2 (0++) turn to be virtual !

!

consistent with Belle

strict HQSS limit Physical mass splitting

Refit contact terms 
for each value of #!

B*-B mass splitting

☛ Effect of %-meson is opposite to OPE but minor

Our work:   arXiv:1704.07332 (JHEP 2017)   

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1704.07332
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 HQSS implications:  X(3872) vs Zb(10610)/Zb(10650) 

Impact of HQSS violation together with nonperturbative pions on the tensor:

2++  tensor partner Xc2 vs Wb2

much stronger in the c-sector than in the b-sector
much larger than with perturbative pions For perturbative approach see

  Albaladejo et al. (2015)☛

☛

Our works:   PLB 763,  20 (2016),  arXiv:1704.07332 (JHEP 2017)   

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1704.07332


Summary
!

☛

!

HQSS breaking and non-perturbative pions have significant impact on the partner states

The effect from OPE is stronger in the c-quark sector, than in the b-quark one. 

☛

Wb2++  is still located around B*B* threshold and has a few MeV width 

We propose a systematic approach consistent with chiral and heavy quark symmetries 
and including all relevant scales to probe various molecular candidates in c and b-sectors

Applied in this talk to predict HQSS partners of  X(3872) and Zb(10610)/Zb(10650) 

Xc2++  is significantly shifted from D*D* threshold  and has the width �Xc2++ ' 50± 10 MeV

should be detectable in  BB(*) and also in &b1$ and &b2$ channels⇒

To predict other partners of the X(3872) one more experimental input is needed

Could  X(3915) be a 0++ molecule — spin partner of X(3872)? 
Talk by Alexey Nefediev

!





Spares



HQSS partners of the Zb(10610) and  Zb(10650)

A comment on the sign of the OPE potential in isoscalar and isovector  channels:

! Isospin coefficient:    3 − 2 I (I + 1) =  
 3      I=0
-1      I=1  — different signs{

! sign also depends on C-parity 

☛ central (S-wave) OPE  for isospin-0    0++, 1++  and 2++  states  is attractive for  1+-  — repulsive 

☛ central (S-wave) OPE  for isospin-1    0++, 1++  and 2++  states  is repulsive for  1+-  — attractive

⟹ But tensor forces (off diagonal transitions) bring additional attraction!

⟹ Naively,  OPE  should reduce the binding energies of the partner states 
Wb2 (0++), Wb2 (1++) and Wb2 (2++) 


